AEROSOLS - 400 ml.

MARISOL® Chemicals

Art. No 1001-400

RED PRIMER
RED PRIMER is a fast drying acrylic paint, it is suitable for priming a wide range of metals, wood and plastics
prior to top coating. It is compatible for spraying over acrylic and cellulose, but not alkyd systems as
”wrinkling” may occur. It is compatible for being over-coated with cellulose, acrylic, alkyd, p/u-alkyd and
epoxy.

Art. No 1002-400

GREY PRIMER
GREY PRIMER is a fast drying acrylic paint, it is suitable for priming a wide range of metals, wood and
plastics prior to top coating. It is compatible for spraying over acrylic and cellulose, but not alkyd systems as
”wrinkling” may occur. It is compatible for being over-coated with cellulose, acrylic, alkyd, p/u-alkyd and
epoxy.

Art. No 1003-400

ZINC GALVANIZE
ZINC GALVANIZE is ideal for use in production, maintenance and marine- & construction industries. It can be
used as a coating on pipes and steel fabrication to reduce corrosion, and as an exceptionally good primer
coat. It protects welds on both bare metal or previously galvanised surfaces and as a touch up for hot
galvanised surfaces. It protects iron, piping, ducts, water tanks, automotive and marine parts.
It is compatible for spraying onto acrylic or cellulose paints but will cause ”wrinkling” if used on alkyd
systems, it may be over coated with acrylic, cellulose, alkyd, p/u-alkyd and epoxy.

Art. No 1004-400

SILICON SPRAY
SILICON SPRAY may be used to restore, clean and condition all types of hard surfaces.
MARINE USE: Hatch cover gaskets, Door rubber sealings, electrical insulating (protects against moisture).
CAR USE: vehicle rubber gaskets, dashboards, bumpers, vinyl seats and plastic door trims. The product is
also helpful in eliminating minor squeaks resulting from plastic parts rubbing together. Protects ignition
systems and electrical systems against moistness.
Protects Chrome, Aluminium etc....

Art. No 1005-400

WINDOW & PC SCREEN CLEANER
WINDOW & PC SCREEN CLEANER gives a clean and film free surface on Windows, PC-screens, Mirrors,
Office Machines surfaces etc....

Art. No 1006-400

BARRIER CREAM
BARRIER CREAM is effective against a wide range of soils and acts as a good moisturiser and replenishing
cream. It is easily absorbed into the pores of the skin providing protection against oil, grease and dirt. It forms
a barrier that protects against dilute acids, alkalis, paints, resins, epoxies, plastics, inks, tars, petroleum
solvents etc that may contribute to skin irritations.
At radioactive works it has a preventive effect from deep skin contamination. Makes easier cleaning -washing
off the skin.
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MARISOL® Chemicals

AEROSOLS - 400 ml.
Art. No 1007-400

ELECTRO CLEANER - DRY
ELECTRO CLEANER -DRY removes oil, grease, carbon dirt and dust. Evaporates quickly to leave a film-free
surface. Non corrosive safe on rubber, nylon, paints, metals and varnishes. Recommended for general
electrical cleaning.

Art. No 1008-400

UNIVERSAL LUBE
LUBRICATES, RUST PROTECTS, DISSOLVES RUST.
UNIVERSAL LUBE is a high-grade general-purpose lubricant. It provides easy, accurate and economical
application on all types of machinery, small lightly loaded bearings etc.
It is ideal for use in difficult places and where lubrication is usually carried out by the conventional oil can
method.

Art. No 1009-400

RUST-OFF GRAPHITE
RUST-OFF is graphite-penetrating oil to rapidly and efficiently free and loosen seized nuts, bolts and hinges
etc. The inclusion of a residual lubricant helps reduce friction during dismantling and leaves a film to help
protect against further corrosion.

Art. No 1010-400

DEGREASER-COLDWASH
DEGREASER-COLDWASH is an efficient degreaser for a wide range of applications. Degreasing/cleaning of
engine parts, motor blocks, filter cleaning, general in situ cleaning etc...

Art. No 1011-400

ANTI - RUST WAX
ANTI - RUST WAX is a de-watering anti-rust agent spray giving a light low viscosity solvent and oil blend,
giving excellent penetrating properties. It is a high performance, multi application fluid that has excellent dewatering and anti-corrosive properties.

Art. No 1012-400

HIGH. TEMP ANTI-SEIZURE
HIGH TEMP. ANTI SEIZURE is an anti seizes lubricant to be used as general grease in a wide range of
Automotive, Marine, Industrial and Construction Industry.
It is an effective lubricant without degradation to:
275 C (525 F) and as a release agent to1200 C (2200 F).
It is an anti-seize paste for assembly of bolts and flanges in high temperature environments and is also used
as a brake calliper anti seizes compound in the automotive industry. The presence of solvent allows for
penetration into chains, hinges and locks. etc.
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